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ABSTRACT 
 
 
In recent days, Wireless Sensor Networks are emerging as a promising and interesting area. 
Wireless Sensor Network consists of a large number of heterogeneous/homogeneous sensor 
nodes which communicates through wireless medium and works cooperatively to sense or 
monitor the environment. The number of sensor nodes in a network can vary from hundreds to 
thousands. The node senses data from environment and sends these data to the gateway node. 
Mostly WSNs are used for applications such as military surveillance and disaster monitoring. We 
propose a distributed localized faulty sensor detection algorithm where each sensor identifies its 
own status to be either ”good” or ”faulty” which is then supported by its neighbors as they also 
check the node behavior. Finally, the algorithm is tested under different number of faulty sensors 
in the same area. Our Simulation results demonstrate that the time consumed to find out the 
faulty nodes in our proposed algorithm is relatively less with a large number of faulty sensors 
existing in the network. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 
1.1   What is WSN? 
Wireless sensor networks have seen tremendous advances and utilization in the past two decades. 
Starting from petroleum exploration, mining, weather and even battle operations, all of these 
require sensor applications. One reason behind the growing popularity of wireless sensors is that 
they can work in remote areas without manual intervention. All the user needs to do is to gather 
the data sent by the sensors, and with certain analysis extract meaningful information from them. 
Usually sensor applications involve many sensors deployed together. These sensors form a 
network and collaborate with each other to gather data and send it to the base station. The base 
station acts as the control centre where the data from the sensors are gathered for further analysis 
and processing. In a nutshell, a wireless sensor network (WSN) is a wireless network consisting 
of spatially distributed nodes which use sensors to monitor physical or environmental conditions. 
These nodes combine with routers and gateways to create a WSN system.  
1.2   Introduction to WSN 
The WSN is made of nodes from a few to several hundred, where each node is connected to one 
or several sensors.  
The basic components of a node are 
o Sensor and actuator - an interface to the physical world designed to sense the 
environmental parameters like pressure and temperature. 
o Controller - is to control different modes of operation for processing of data 
o Memory - storage for programming data. 
o Communication - a device like antenna for sending and receiving data over a wireless 
channel. 
o Power Supply- supply of energy for smooth operation of a node like battery.                 
The topology of the WSNs can vary from a simple star network to an advanced wireless mesh 
network. The propagation technique among the nodes of the network could be routing or 
flooding. The power of the wireless sensor networks lies in the capability to deploy large 
numbers of small nodes that assemble and configure themselves. In addition to drastically 
decreasing the installation costs, wireless sensor networks have the capability to dynamically 
adapt to changing environments. Adaptation mechanisms can lead to changes in network 
topologies or can cause the network to shift between different modes of operation. 
The characteristics of sensor nodes are as follows: 
o Resource Constraint 
o Unknown topology before deployment 
o Unattended and unprotected once deployed 
o Unreliable wireless communication 
10 
 
Due to the above characteristics, WSN are easily vulnerable to attacks. Providing security 
solutions to these networks is difficult due to its characteristics such as tiny nature and 
constraints in resources. 
1.3   WSN application 
 Area Monitoring: It is a common application of WSNs. Here the WSN is deployed over a 
region where some event is to be monitored. A military example is the use of sensors to 
diagnosis enemy intrusion [6]. When the sensors detect the event being monitored, the 
event is reported to one of the base stations, which then takes relevant action. Similarly, 
wireless sensor networks may use a range of sensors to detect the presence/absence of 
vehicles ranging from motorcycles to train cars. 
 Environmental Monitoring: Wireless sensor networks have been deployed in several 
cities to monitor the concentration of dangerous gases for citizens. Wireless sensor 
networks can also be used to reduce the temperature and humidity levels 
inside greenhouses [6]. 
 Medical Application: Sensor networks may also be broadly used in health care centres. In 
some modern hospital sensor networks are designed to supervise patient physiological 
data, to reduce the drug administration track and monitor patients and doctors inside the 
hospital. 
 Structural monitoring: Wireless sensors are used to monitor the movement within large 
buildings and infrastructure such as bridges, flyovers, embankments, tunnels etc. 
 Traffic Monitoring: The sensor node has a built-in magneto-resistive sensor that 
measures changes in the Earth's magnetic field caused by the existence or passing of a 
vehicle in the proximity of the node [7]. By placing two nodes a few metres apart in the 
direction of traffic, accurate individual vehicle speeds can be calculated and reported. 
 Habitat Monitoring: The intimate connection with its immediate physical environment 
allows each sensor to provide localized measurements and detailed report which is hard 
to obtain through traditional instrumentation. 
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1.4   Sensor Network application classes 
The three application classes we have selected are: environmental data collection, security 
monitoring, and sensor node tracking. The majority of wireless sensor network deployments will 
be classified into one of these following class templates. 
1.4.1    Environmental data collection 
At the network level, the environmental data collection application is distinguished by having a 
large number of nodes continuously sensing and transmitting information back to a set of 
connected base stations which store the information using traditional methods [10]. These 
networks generally need very low data rates and intensely long lifetimes. In typical usage 
scenario, the nodes would be evenly distributed over an outdoor environment. This distance 
between neighbor nodes will be minimal yet the distance across the entire network will be 
convincing. 
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After deployment, the nodes must first discover the topology of the network and evaluate 
optimal routing strategies. The routing strategy may then be used to route the data to a central 
collection points. In environmental monitoring applications, it is not essential that the nodes 
establish the optimal routing strategies on their own. Instead, it may be possible to compute the 
optimal routing topology outside of the network and then communicate the necessary 
information to the nodes as required which is possible because the physical topology of the 
network is relatively constant [11].  
1.4.2    Security Monitoring 
Our second class of sensor network application is security monitoring. Security monitoring 
networks are built of nodes which are placed at fixed locations throughout an environment that 
continuously control one or more sensors to detect an anomaly. A major difference between 
security monitoring and environmental monitoring is that security networks do not collect any 
data. This leads to a significant impact on the optimal network architecture .Each node  
frequently check the status of its sensors but it only transmit a data report when there will a 
security violation. The immediate and reliable communication among the alarm messages is the 
system’s primary requirement. These are the report generated by exception networks. 
Additionally, it is essential that it is validated that each node is still present and working. If a 
node is disabled or fail, it will represent a security violation that must be reported. For security 
monitoring applications, the network should be configured so that nodes are responsible for 
finding the status of each other. We have one approach where each node is assigned to peer that 
will report if a node does not function. The optimal topology of a security monitoring network 
will look quite different from that of a data collection network.  
 
Once detected, a security violation should be communicated to the connected station 
immediately. The latency of the information communication across the network to the base 
station has a severe impact on application performance. Users demand that alarm situations 
should be reported within seconds of detection. This means that network nodes should be able to 
respond readily to requests from their neighbors to forward data [13]. 
1.4.3    Node tracking scenarios 
A third usage scenario commonly analyzed for wireless sensor networks is the tracing of a 
tagged object through a region of space controlled by a sensor network. There are various 
situations where one would like to trace the location of valuable assets or personnel. Current 
control systems attempt to track objects by recording the last checkpoint which an object passed 
through. However, with these traditional systems it is not easily possible to determine the 
object’s current location. For example, UPS tracks every shipment by scanning it with a barcode 
whenever it passes through a routing center. The system breaks down when objects do not flow 
from checkpoint to checkpoint. In typical work environments it is not practical to expect objects 
to be continuously passed through checkpoints. 
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Using wireless sensor networks, objects can be traced by simply tagging them with a tiny sensor 
node. The sensor node will be traced as it moves through an area of sensor nodes which are 
deployed in the environment at known locations. Instead of sensing the environmental data, these 
nodes will be deployed to sense the messages of the nodes which are attached to various objects. 
The nodes may be used as active tags which announce the presence of a device. A database may 
be used to record the location of traced objects relative to the large set of nodes at known 
locations.  
1.5    WSN System Architecture 
In a common Wireless Sensor Network architecture, the measurement nodes are deployed to 
calculate measurements such as temperature, voltage, heat, or even dissolved oxygen. The nodes 
are part of a wireless sensor network administered by the gateway that governs network aspects 
such as client authentication and data security [14]. The gateway collects the measurement data 
from each and every node and sends it through a wired connection, typically Ethernet, to a host 
controller. 
1.5.1   Networking Topologies 
We can use several network topologies to coordinate the Wireless sensor network gateway, end 
nodes, and router nodes. Router nodes are much similar to end nodes in that they can store 
measurement data, but they also can be used to pass along measurement data from other nodes 
[15]. The first, and most basic topology, is the star topology, in which each node maintains a 
single, direct communication link with the gateway. This topology is very simple but restricts the 
overall distance that our network can achieve. 
To increase the distance that a network can cover, you could implement a cluster, or tree, 
topology. In this more complex architecture scenario, each node still uses only one 
communication path to the gateway but can use other nodes to route its information along that 
path. This topology suffers from a typical problem, however. If a router node goes down, all the 
nodes which depend on that router node also lose their communication links to the gateway. 
The mesh network topology reduces this issue by extensively using redundant communication 
paths to increase reliability of the system. In a mesh network, nodes maintain multiple 
communication links back to the gateway, so that if a router node goes down or does not work 
properly, the network automatically reroutes the data through a different sets of path. The mesh 
topology, although very reliable, suffers from an wide increase in network latency because data 
must make multiples of hops before successfully arriving at the gateway [16]. 
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Figure 1.2.WSN Network Topologies 
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2.   LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this section, we like to give a brief review of the different schemes that we have studied for 
wireless sensor networks.  
2.1   A Self-Managing Fault Management Mechanism for WSN                
In this approach a new fault management mechanism was proposed to deal with fault detection 
and recovery. It proposes a hierarchical structure to properly distribute fault management tasks 
among sensor nodes by heavily introducing more self-managing functions. The proposed failure 
detection and recovery algorithms have been compared with some existing related algorithm and 
proven to be more energy efficient. 
 
The proposed fault management mechanism can be divided into two phases: 
o Fault detection and diagnosis 
o Fault recovery 
2.1.1    Fault Detection and Diagnosis 
Detection of faulty sensor nodes can be achieved by two mechanisms i.e. self-detection (or 
passive-detection) and active-detection. In self-detection, sensor nodes are required to 
periodically monitor their residual energy, and identify the potential failure. In this scheme, we 
consider the battery depletion as a main cause of node sudden death. A node is termed as failing 
when its energy drops below the threshold value. When a common node is failing due to energy 
depletion, it sends a message to its cell manager that it is going to sleep mode due to energy 
below the threshold value [17]. This requires no recovery steps. Self-detection is considered as a 
local computational process of sensor nodes, and requires less in-network communication to 
conserve the node energy. In addition, it also reduces the response delay of the management 
system towards the potential failure of sensor nodes [18]. 
To efficiently detect the node sudden death, our fault management system employed an active 
detection mode. In this approach, the message of updating the node residual battery is applied to 
track the existence of sensor nodes. In active detection, cell manager asks its cell members on 
regular basis to send their updates. Such as the cell manager sends “get” messages to the 
associated common nodes on regular basis and in return nodes send their updates. This is called 
in-cell update cycle. The update_msg consists of node ID, energy and location information. As 
shown in figure 2.1, exchange of update messages takes place between cell manager and its cell 
members. If the cell manager does not receive an update from any node then it sends an instant 
message to the node acquiring about its status [19]. If cell manager does not receive the 
acknowledgement in a given time, it then declares the node faulty and passes this information to 
the remaining nodes in the cell. Cell managers only concentrate on its cell members and only 
inform the group manager for further assistant if the network performance of its small region has 
been in a critical level. 
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               Figure 2.1.Fault Detection and Diagnosis Process 
A cell manager also employs the self-detection approach and regularly monitors its residual 
energy status. All sensor nodes start with the same residual energy. After going through various 
transmissions, the node energy decreases. If the node energy becomes less than or equal to 20% 
of battery life, the node is ranked as low energy node and becomes liable to put to sleep. If the 
node energy is greater or equal to 50% of the battery life, it is ranked as high and becomes the 
promising candidate for the cell manager. Thus, if a cell manager residual energy becomes less 
than or equal to 20% of battery life, it then triggers the alarm and notifies its cell members and 
the group manager of its low energy status and appoints a new cell manager to replace it. 
 
Every cell manager sends health status information to its group manager. This is called out-cell 
update cycle and are less frequent than in-cell update cycle. If a group manager does not hear 
from a particular cell manager during out-cell update cycle, it then sends a quick reminder to the 
cell manager and enquires about its status. If the group manager does not hear from the same cell 
manager again during second update cycle, it then declares the cell manager faulty and informs 
its cell members [20]. This approach is used to detect the sudden death of a cell manager. Group 
manager also monitor its health status regularly and respond when its residual energy drops 
below the threshold value. It notifies its cell members and neighboring group managers of its low 
energy status and an indication to appoint a new group manager. Sudden death of a group 
manager can be detected by the base station. If the bases station does not receive any traffic from 
a particular group manager, it then consults the group manager and asks for its current status. If 
the base station does not receive any acknowledgement, it then considers the group manager 
faulty (sudden death)   and propagates this information to its cell managers. The base station 
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primarily focuses on the existence of the group managers from their sudden death. Meanwhile, 
the group managers and cell managers take most parts in passive and active detection in the 
network. 
2.1.2    Fault Recovery 
After nodes failure detection (as a result of self-detection or active detection), sleeping nodes can 
be awaked to cover the required cell density or mobile nodes can be moved to fill the coverage 
hole. A cell manager also appoints a secondary cell manager within its cell to acts as a backup 
cell manager. Cell manager and secondary cell manager are known to their cell members. If the 
cell manager energy drops below the threshold value (i.e. less than or equal to 20% of battery 
life), it then sends a message to its cell members including secondary cell manager. It also 
informs its group manager of its residual energy status and about the candidate secondary cell 
manager. This is an indication for secondary cell manager to stand up as a new cell manager and 
the existing cell manager becomes common node and goes to a low computational mode. 
Common nodes will automatically start treating the secondary cell manager as their new cell 
manager and the new cell manager upon receiving updates from its cell members; choose a new 
secondary cell manager [20]. The failure recovery mechanisms are performed locally by each 
cell. In Figure 2.2, let us assume that cell 1 cell manager is failing due to energy depletion and 
node 3 is chosen as secondary cell manager. Cell manager will send a message to node 1, 2, 3 
and 4 and this will initiate the recovery mechanism by invoking node 3 to stand up as a new cell 
manager. 
                       
                                         Figure 2.2.Virual Grid of Nodes 
In a scenario, where the residual battery energy of a particular cell manager is not sufficient 
enough to support its management role, and the secondary cell manager also does not have 
sufficient energy to replace its cell manager. Thus, common nodes exchange energy messages 
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within the cell to appoint a new cell manager with residual energy greater or equal to 50% of 
battery life. In addition, if there is no candidate node within the cell that has sufficient energy to 
replace the cell manager. The event cell manager sends a request to its group manager to merge 
the remaining nodes with the neighboring cells. 
 
When a group manager detects the sudden death of a cell manager, it then informs the cell 
members of that faulty cell manager (including the secondary cell manager). This is an indication 
for the secondary cell manager to start acting as a new cell manager. A group manager also 
maintains a backup node within the group to replace it when required. If the group manager 
residual energy drops below the threshold value (i.e. greater or equal to 50% of battery life), it 
may downgrade itself to a common node or enter into a sleep mode, and notify its backup node 
to replace it. The information of this change is propagated to neighboring group managers and 
cell managers within the group. As a result of group manager sudden death, the backup node will 
receive a message from the base station to start acting as the new group manager. If the backup 
node does not have enough energy to replace the group manager, cell managers within a group 
co-ordinate to appoint a new group manager for themselves based on residual energy. 
     Each cell maintains its health status in terms of energy. It can be High, Medium or Low. 
These health statuses are then sent out to their associate group managers periodically during out-
cell update cycle. Upon receiving these health statuses, group manager predict and avoid future 
faults. For example; if a cell has health status high then group manager always recommends that 
cell for any operation or routing but if the health status is medium then group manager will 
occasionally recommend it for any operation [21]. Health status Low means that the cell has 
insufficient energy and should be avoided for any operation. Therefore, a group manager can 
easily avoid using cells with low health status or alternatively, instruct the low health status cell 
to join the neighboring cell.  
 
Consider Figure 2.2, let cell 4 manager is a group manager and it receives health status updates 
from cell 1, 2 and 3. Cell 2 sends a health status low to its group manager, which alert group 
manager about the energy status of cell 2 [22]. 
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2.2   Distributed Fault Detection in WSN 
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2.2.2   Existing Algorithm
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Sensors are considered as neighboring sensors if they are within the transmission range of each 
other. Each node regularly sends its measured value to all its neighbors. We are interested in the 
history data if more than half of the sensor’s neighbors have a significantly different value from 
it. We can use this 
lt
ijd
ΔΔ  to find if the current measurement is different from previous 
measurement. If the measurements change over the time significantly, it is more likely the sensor 
is faulty. 
 
A test result ijc  is generated by sensor iS  based on its neighbor jS  ’s measurements using two 
variables, 
t
ijd and
lt
ijd
ΔΔ , and two predefined threshold value 1 and 2 . If a sensor is faulty, it can 
generate arbitrary measurements. If ijc  is 0, most likely either both iS  and jS are good or both 
are faulty. Otherwise, if  ijc  is 1, iS  and jS  are most likely in different status. Sensors can be 
either LG or LF, determined by using test value from its neighboring sensors. Each sensor sends 
its tendency value to all its neighbors. The number of the LG sensors with coincident test results 
determines whether the sensors are GD or FT. 
 
If a GD sensor is found in the network, its test result can be used to diagnose other sensors’ 
status. The information can be propagated through the whole network to diagnose all other 
sensors as good or faulty. If the diagnosis is consistent with the test results, the diagnosis is valid. 
If there’s no sensor being diagnosed, all its neighbors are either not diagnosed or are diagnosed 
as faulty. That is jS )( iSN  and  LGjT  ,   ijC1 − ijC  )( 21  ijC  must be greater or 
equal to  2/|)(| iSN   to claim iS  is good. In other words, a good iS  will be diagnosed as GD in 
the first round if it has less than k/4 bad neighbors. 
 
If a GD sensor is found in the network, its test result can be used to diagnose other sensors’ 
status. The information can be propagated through the whole network to diagnose all other 
sensors as good or faulty. If the diagnosis is consistent with the test results, the diagnosis is valid. 
If there’s no sensor being diagnosed, all its neighbors are either not diagnosed or are diagnosed 
as faulty. 
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2.2.3   An Example 
 
            
                    
 Figure 2.3.A partial set of sensor nodes in a WSN with faulty sensors 
 
In this section, we present an example to illustrate our algorithm. Fig.2.3 shows a partial set of 
sensor nodes in a wireless sensor network with some faulty nodes. Nodes 1S  − 9S inside the 
circle area are the nodes which we are interested in. If the two nodes are neighbors, they are 
connected by dotted line. Communication between nodes outside the circle is not shown in the 
figure. Each node inside the interested area is tested by its neighbors. Test results are either 0 or 
1 depending upon the measurement difference and threshold value . Tendency value Ti is 
finalized at the third iteration. Table 2.1 lists the analysis results obtained by applying the 
Localized Fault Detection Algorithm. Four out of nine sensor nodes in the area are faulty. The 
other five nodes are good and there is no ambiguity occurring in this example. Each node’s 
neighbors with GD tendency value generate the same testing results when they determine the 
node’s status. 
First, each of 1S − 9S  generates ijc  test results for all their neighbors in the way as specified in 
step 1 of our algorithm. The results are shown under the 2nd and the 3rd columns of Table 2.1. 
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Secondly, 1S − 9S  decide their own tendency value, 91 TT  . If the summation of test results is 
less than half of the number of its neighbors, the sensor is likely good. Otherwise, it is likely 
faulty. 
 For example, for 1S ,   LG3/2|)(|1 11)(  11   TSNcSNS jj . The same test is done for all 
other nodes. For 2S   LF2/2|)(|3 22)(  22   TSNcSNS jj . We assume that sensors 
outside the circle can decide their tendency value in the same way. Then, we need to find GD 
sensors from all the sensors. Look at S1, as specified in step 3 of our localized fault detection 
algorithm   GD2/|)(|3)21( 11LG and )(  11   TSNCjj TSNS j . 
We obtained all the values under the Iteration 1 column in Table 2.1 from this step. Finally, by 
using the GD sensors, we can test other non- GD sensors to find out their status base upon the 
test results. The values under Iteration 2 column in Table 2.1 are generated from this step. The 
last step is to check if there is any ambiguity between any neighbours test results. All test results 
are consistent in this example. 
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                                          Table 2.1 .Analysis of Faults 
  
 
 
 
 
                               
 
 
      
       
       iS  
 
 
      jS  with ijC =0 
 
 
      jS  with ijC =1 
              
          iT in Iterations 
 
 0               1                   2 
      1          3,5,11,12                  10 LG                 GD                     GD 
      2               4               3,12,13 LF                  LF                      FT 
      3              1,7                  2,6 LG                 GD                     GD 
      4               2               7,14,20 LF                  LF                      FT 
      5              1,15                  6,8 LG                 GD                     GD 
      6               8                3,5,7,9 LF                  LF                      FT 
      7            3,9,14                4,6,16 LG                 GD                     GD 
      8             6,17                5,9,18 LF                  LF                      FT 
      9           7,18,19                6,8,16 LG                 GD                     GD 
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3    PROPOSED MECHANISM 
 
3.1    Network model and Fault model 
We assume that sensors are randomly deployed in the interested area which is very dense and all 
the sensors have a common transmission range. The dark circles in the figure represent faulty 
sensors and the gray circles are good sensors. There might be a failure occurring in a certain area 
as illustrated in the figure 2.1. All sensors in this area go out of service[1]. 
As we are depending on majority voting among the sensors, we assume that each sensor node 
has at least 3 neighboring nodes. Because a large amount of sensors are deployed into the 
interested area to form a wireless network, this condition can be easily obtained. Each sensor 
node is able to locate its neighbors within its transmission range via a broadcast/ acknowledge 
protocol. Faults can occur at different levels of the sensor network [8], such as system software, 
hardware, physical layer, and middleware.  
In this mechanism, we focus on hardware level faults by assuming all system software as well as 
the application software is always fault tolerant. We can categorize the hardware components of 
sensor nodes into two groups. The first group of hardware level components consists of a storage 
subsystem, computation engine and power supply infrastructure. The second groups of 
components are sensors and actuators. The second group is most prone to malfunctioning. We 
only consider the sensor faults which occur in the second group [8]. Sensor nodes are still 
capable of receiving, sending, and processing when they are faulty in the algorithm.                              
                                              
 
         Failure Node    Working Node 
             Figure 3.1.Sensor nodes randomly deployed over an area 
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Sensors are considered as neighboring sensors if they are within the transmission range of each 
other. Each node regularly sends its measured value to all its neighbors. We are interested in the 
history data if more than half of the sensor’s neighbors have a significantly different value from 
it. We can find the current measurement is different from previous measurement. If the 
measurements change over the time significantly, it is more likely the sensor is faulty  [3]. 
 
A test result ijC  is generated by sensor iS  based on its neighbor jS ’s measurements using two 
variables and two predefined threshold value. If a sensor is faulty, it can generate arbitrary 
measurements. If ijC  is 0, most likely either both iS  and jS  are good or both are faulty. 
Otherwise, if ijC  is 1, iS and jS  are most likely in different status. 
3.3   Issues in the Existing Algorithm 
From the realization of DFD node fault detection scheme, for a normal node normalS  , if the 
number of its neighbor nodes having initial detection status of LG is less than  2/|)(| normalSN  , 
then  Snormal is misdiagnosed as faulty, thus reducing the fault detection accuracy. The conditions 
of detecting the normal node as “normal” are too harsh in DFD node fault detection scheme. 
Besides, the node fault accuracy of DFD scheme will decrease rapidly when there are not many 
neighbors of the nodes to be detected or the node’s failure ratio of network is high [4]. 
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The improved DFD node fault detection scheme proposed in this project changes the detection 
criterion of DFD scheme as follows: 
 
For any node Si and the nodes in )(SiN  whose initial detection status is LG, if the nodes whose 
test result with Si is 0 are not less than the nodes whose test result is 1, then the status of Si is 
normal (GD), otherwise, the status of Si is faulty (FT). 
3.4   Proposed Algorithm 
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STEP 4 
If there are no neighbor nodes of Si 
Whose initial detection status is LG, and if the initial  
detection status Ti of Si is LG, then set the   
 status of Si as normal (GD),  otherwise as fault(FT);  
STEP 5 
Check whether detection of the status of all   
nodes in network is completed or not.  If it 
has been  completed, then exit. Otherwise,   
repeat steps of (1), (2), (3) and (4). 
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4.    SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
The simulation set up used is AMD Dual Core Processor with 1.6GHz Clock speed and Memory 
of 2 GB. The development environment is “DEV C++” Version 4.9.  
4.1    Existing Algorithm 
4.1.1   For 5 Nodes 
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4.1.2   For 15 Nodes 
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4.2    Improved Algorithm 
4.2.1 For 5 nodes 
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4.2.2   For 15 nodes 
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4.3   Comparison 
 
                           Figure 4.1.Comparison of No. of Nodes Vs Time Elapsed  
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5.  CONCLUSION 
5.1   Conclusion 
We proposed a distributed localized faulty sensor detection algorithm where each sensor 
identifies its own status to be either ”good” or ”faulty” and the claim is then supported or 
reverted by its neighbors as they also evaluate the node behavior. We have shown the simulation 
results in the form of graphs. By the Simulation results, we conclude that the time consumed by 
our approach to find out the faulty node is relatively less than the time consumed by the existing 
scheme. 
5.2   Future work 
In future we intend to calculate the detection accuracy for the nodes in the Wireless Sensor 
Network where detection accuracy depicts the ratio of the number of faulty sensors detected to 
the total number of faulty sensors in the network. The time consumed by our approach to find out 
the faulty node is relatively less. So we want to verify it for larger number of nodes.    
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